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The masterpiece must be fulfilled in the covenant. Therefore, to live the life masterpiece is to start 
by enjoying the covenant. Your heart and mind will be aligned with God as you enjoy, have your 
spiritual eyes open to the Word and connect it to prayer. If you are able to have oneness in this 
matter, then your purpose and directions will be matched with God. Then, you will receive 
continuous power and your life will be a masterpiece. Everyone desires to live a life masterpiece.  
 

1. Ananias  
1) God’s gaze was upon the committed worker, Ananias.  
2) The Gospel and God’s desire - The person of God  

(1) Only, uniqueness, and re-creation 
(2) Wait - Enjoy, concentrate - Only, challenge - Prepare  

3) The spiritual commander for the region - The historical blessing  
 
 

2. Paul  
1) God’s special plan - The realistic meeting  
2) Christ and the commission - “My chosen instrument”  
3) The one who was prepared and reserved by God  
4) Accurate Gospel - Accurate understanding (God’s heart) - The life-staking devotion  
5) The model of the Gospel of God and God’s evangelism  

 
 

3. Life masterpiece 
1) Conquered all curses - Original sin  
2) The one who changes the stream of the nation and the age - Individual  
3) The one who changes the culture - Demonic culture - The culture of mankind  
4) The one who saves themselves, the church, and the three ages  

 
 

4. Conclusion  
1) If you cannot understand, accept, and transcend all, then you can not look far in life.  
2) The problem is the start and end to all. If you renew yourself, then you will receive 

answers.  
3) Evangelism and world missions must arise. If it doesn’t take place, then it's all in vain.  


